Amendment to the CCAV proposal which was briefed in March 2022
This update refers to the Industry engagement Information event material found here

Competition timeline

The proposal on page30 is updated to reflect separating the ‘Deploying CAM’ & ‘CAM Supply Chain’ parts of the activity.
The ‘Deploying CAM’ competition should open end / May for 6-8 weeks. The Supply Chain will run in a separate
competition timeline to open mid / September for 6-8 weeks. The ‘Feasibility study’ strand – page21 remains in the first
competition.

Subsidy Intervention rates

Update to the March briefing proposal – page13. We now propose that the consortia can bid their applications in the
‘Deploying CAM’ competition as either Experimental Development or Industrial Research. The costs eligible for subsidy
under these terms will be detailed in the competition scope.

Zenzic Levy
A 3% levy of the eligible grant is proposed to be added to the terms and conditions of the competition.
(See page 2 of this amendment information)
The first call for proposals is scheduled to be issued in May 2022. Please contact us should you have any questions on
the above or the information you have received.
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Zenzic Levy
Zenzic supports the acceleration and deployment of Connected and Automated Mobility (CAM) in the UK which will help to establish
the UK as world leader in the deployment of CAM by 2030. UK government’s commitment to CAM originated in 2016 with the
announcement of a major infrastructure programme, with investment channelled into existing and new facilities to develop and grow
the CAM testing eco system.
Zenzic will support deployment and supply-chain projects through:
• providing consortia introductions, bid development support
• providing business intelligence through CAM supply chain insights to inform high-value opportunities
• supporting the competition process, including launch and guidance events
• supporting post-project success and exploitation to market
With its deep sector expertise and cutting-edge knowledge of CAM technologies, Zenzic’s role in building and advising project
consortia, helps projects start more quickly and deliver more value. In the longer term, its work to drive innovation and encourage
collaboration is building the foundations for a successful UK CAM industry.

This support is funded through a combination of government grant and an industrial levy. A 3% levy is payable to Zenzic by all projects,
based on the total awarded grant.
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